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Abstract
We propose a fault isolation scheme based on model checking in order to reason
about temporal properties of loosely coupled systems of concurrent processes.
To adress the problem of state space explosion we advocate an automatic ab-
straction technique based on a notion of observational equivalence. We statically
analyze a system and construct a total function from possible message logs to
isolated faults. Thus, fault isolation reduces to tabl;e lookup. Tables can be
used at design time to find non-diagnosable failures of the system as well as
redundant error messages.

Keywords: Fault isolation, automatic abstraction, Discrete Event Dy-
namical Systems
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Abstract: We propose a fault isolation scheme based on model checking in order to reason
about temporal properties of loosely coupled systems of concurrent processes. To address
the problem of state space explosion we advocate an automatic abstraction technique based
on a notion of observational equivalence. We statically analyze a system and construct a
total function from possible message logs to isolated faults. Thus, fault isolation reduces
to table lookup. Tables can be used at design time to find non-diagnosable failures of the
system as well as redundant error messages.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a multi-threaded environment of relatively en-
capsulated sub systems, global fault isolation is
not possible in any of the sub systems since the
global system state is not available. We address
that problem with a model-based approach where
logged messages from the system together with a
behavioral model of the system is used to infer
enough information about the global system state
space to be able to perform fault isolation.

Using partial information about what has hap-
pened (the messages) and knowledge of what can
happen (the model) we reason about what event
is the first critical event that has taken place.
Critical events are events that correspond to a
fault. We use model checking [6] to perform the
temporal reasoning. Model-checking suffers from
the state-space explosion problem, i.e. the fact
that the state space grows exponentially with the
size of the system description. Several approaches
to this problem have been proposed, mainly sym-
bolic model-checking and partial order reduction.

Symbolic model checking [5] reasons about sets
of states and represents them in an implicit form
using boolean formulae. The representation of a
formula that holds for a certain set of states may
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be much smaller than the set itself, and symbolic
model-checking benefits from this in benign cases.

Partial order reduction [3,8] uses the observation
that state transitions that are independent from
each other, in terms of relative order and syn-
chronization, will give rise to an equivalence class
of runs where only one representative has to be
considered since they are all the same in terms of
the property to checked. The two approaches were
successfully combined in [1].

Partial order reduction is a general method. In our
particular case we do not solve a general model-
checking problem but a more specific and simple
problem. Therefore, there are more efficient ab-
straction mechanisms for our particular problem.
Since we are only interested in the correlation
between first critical event and the set of messages
that are sent during the execution, we can ab-
stract away details not only about parallel object
interleavings as in partial order reduction, but also
ignore order of messages and dynamics that in the
global system model does not change the set of
messages sent or the order of critical events.

We propose a method for abstracting the model
gradually and treat object inter communication
locally. Thus never considering the entire state
space, but only a combination of abstracted sub
systems. Finally, a model checker performs the
actual temporal reasoning.



In standard AI diagnosis, abstraction has been
used to limit detail level of models to improve
computational complexity [7,9], but also to ab-
stract away from indiscriminable details of di-
agnoses [11]. Both automated and manual ap-
proaches to abstraction have been proposed. This
paper describes an automatic abstraction scheme
for the domain of behavioral model diagnosis,
whereas previous work has studied abstraction for
hierarchical structural models.

In Section 2 we give a mathematical foundation
and description of the automatic abstraction that
is described in Section 3. Section 5 describes
a prototype implementation, and its output is
described in Section 4.

2. MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION

In our setting a system is a finite set of interacting,
concurrent objects. The global system state is the
Cartesian product of the individual object states,
and the global behavior of the system is modeled
using an interleaving semantics with interaction
based on handshaking in the style of CCS. The
global behavior is used to reason about critical
events and logged events.

2.1 Objects

Our system model is composed of a set of interact-
ing objects. Objects have a local behavioral model
and interact with other objects by sending and
receiving events.

Definition 2.1. An object is a tuple o = (Σ, Q, ∆, q0)
where

• Σ is a finite set of events,
• Q is a finite set of control states,
• ∆ ⊆ Q×Σ×Q×{ 0, 1 } is a set of transitions,
• q0 is an initial object state.

2

Events are divided into disjoint subsets Σrec, Σsnd ,
Σlog , Σcrit and Σε, where Σrec and Σsnd denote
receive and send events (i.e. the ability of two
objects to synchronize on complementary events);
Σlog are logged events (i.e. events that result in
log entries); Σcrit are the critical events that may
cause a system failure; and Σε are unsynchronized
internal events. By Σint we denote internal events;
i.e. Σε ∪ Σlog ∪ Σcrit .

We write q
e
→ q′ ∈ ∆i when (q, e, q′, op) ∈ ∆

and e ∈ Σi. If op = 1 we say that the transition
is optional. A state with an outgoing internal
transition that is not optional is called a transient

state. When comparing objects we say that the
size of an object is |Q |; its number of states.

To facilitate reasoning about events that have
occurred among sets of interacting objects we

instrument objects with a history component that
records important events before reaching the cur-
rent control component; namely events from Σlog∪
Σcrit .

Definition 2.2. Let o = (Σ, Q, ∆, q0) be an object.
An extended object state is a pair (q, S) where
q ∈ Q and S is a set of pairs o:e where e ∈ Σlog ∪
Σcrit . 2

Extended object states, called object states hence-
forth, are denoted by s and the set of all extended
object states of o is denoted S(o) or simply S when
o is clear from the context. The object state (q0, ∅)
(denoted init(o)) is called the initial object state
of o.

We lift the transition relation from Q × Σ × Q ×
{ 0, 1 } to S ×Σ×S ×{ 0, 1 }: if q

e
→ q′ ∈ ∆ then,

• (q, S)
e
→ (q′, S ∪ {o:e}) if e ∈ Σlog ∪ Σcrit ,

• (q, S)
e
→ (q′, S) otherwise.

Optionality of the transition remains unchanged.
By slight abuse of notation we write s

e
→ s′ ∈ ∆i

in what follows.

2.2 The system

Given an object o ∈ O we write Σ(o), ∆(o)
respectively S(o) for the set of events, transitions
respectively object states of o.

Definition 2.3. A system description is a pair
SD = (O, .) where O is a finite set of objects,
and . a binary relation on O×Σ(O) defining the
interconnections between objects. 2

Definition 2.4. A global system state is a map-
ping σ:O → S(O) such that σ(o) ∈ S(o) for all
o ∈ O. The set of all system states of a system
description SD is denoted S(SD). The state σ
such that σ(o) = init(o) for all o ∈ O is called the
initial global state (denote init(SD)). 2

A system description σ where σ(oi) = si for 1 ≤
i ≤ n, will be written (o1 7→ s1 | . . . | on 7→ sn).
By the schematic notation (O1 | oi 7→ si | O2) we
mean a system description σ where σ(oi) = si.

The simplest system transition ⇒ is when one
object changes its state independently of the oth-
ers; we call this an internal transition (rule R1 in
Fig. 1).

Objects may synchronize if connected as specified
in .. This is allowed by the synchronized tran-
sition rule R3 in Figure 1. The system may stop
executing, but since we want all runs to be infinite
we include also the stuttering rule R2 in Fig. 1.

A global state is transient if any of the objects is in
a transient state or if there is a pair of objects, o1



s
e
→ s′ ∈ ∆int (o)

(O1 | o 7→ s | O2) ⇒ (O1 | o 7→ s′ | O2)
(R1)

σ ⇒ σ
(R2)

si
ei→ s′i ∈ ∆snd (oi) sj

ej

→ s′j ∈ ∆rec(oj) . (oi:ei, oj :ej)

(O1 | oi 7→ si | O2 | oj 7→ sj | O3) ⇒ (O1 | oi 7→ s′i | O2 | oj 7→ s′j | O3)
(R3)

Fig. 1. The global transition rules R1, R2, R3.

and o2, able to perform a synchronous transition
where the transitions of both objects are non-
optional.

Definition 2.5. Let SD be a system description.
A (system) run is an infinite sequence of global
states σ0 ⇒ σ1 ⇒ σ2 ⇒ . . . such that σ0 =
init(SD) and σi ⇒ σi+1 for all i ≥ 0. The set
of all runs of system SD is denoted runs(SD). 2

The aim of our approach is to substitute subsys-
tems of interacting objects by a simpler object,
preserving observational equivalence of the sys-
tem. To express this substitution of objects O by
an object o in a system description SD = (O, .)
we use the notation (O, .) [O ⇒ o] for the new
system description ((O − O) ∪ { o }, .′), where .′

is . with all occurrences of objects in O replaced
by o.

We overload the concept of events, and say
that system events are pairs o:e, where o =
(Σ, Q, ∆, q0) is an object of the system and e ∈ Σ.

2.3 The model of a system

Optional transitions and transient states are used
to model unavoidable behavior; if there is a log-
ging event that always happens given that the
system reaches a certain state, we want to exclude
system runs that reach the local state but never
perform the logging. Thus, we require the system
to leave transient states. A non-optional event
that is the only event that leads from a state must
eventually be executed if the system reaches that
state. In this way, non-optional events can be seen
as time-out events.

In particular we disallow runs that end in infinite
repetitions of transient states only. We say that a
run t is fair if there is some non-transient state
that occurs infinitely often in t. That is, for a set
T of runs

fair (T ) = {t ∈ T | inf (t) 6⊆ trans(t)}

where inf (t) is the set of all states that occur
infinitely often in t and trans(t) is the set of
transient system states of t.

To facilitate reduction in the state space of the
system we propose the following abstraction of a
run. Let t be a run, then obs(t) = (e, S) where

• e is the first critical event of t,
• S = Scrit∪Slog is the set of all critical (Scrit )

and logged (S log) events of t.

Note that by definition the set of logged and
critical events in a run is growing monotonically,
and stabilizing after a finite number of steps (due
to finiteness of Σ and O).

We generalize obs to sets of runs and define the
model mod(SD) of a system description SD as the
observational abstraction of all fair runs of SD.

obs(T ) = {obs(t) | t ∈ T}

mod(SD) = obs(fair (runs(SD))).

We say that a set of objects O is observationally
equivalent to an object o in SD if o can be
substituted for O in SD such that mod(SD)
remains unchanged. We write this as follows

O 'SD o iff mod(SD) = mod(SD [O ⇒ o])

2.4 Cartesian product

Given two objects o1 = (Σ1, Q1, ∆1, q1) and o2 =
(Σ2, Q2, ∆2, q2) and an interconnection relation .,
we define the Cartesian product of o1 and o2 as
o1 × o2 = (Σ1 ∪ Σ2, Q1 × Q2, ∆, (q1, q2)) where

(1) (q, r)
e
→ (q′, r) ∈ ∆ if q

e
→ q′ ∈ ∆1

(2) (q, r)
e
→ (q, r′) ∈ ∆ if r

e
→ r′ ∈ ∆2

(3) (q, r)
ε
→ (q′, r′) ∈ ∆ if q

e1→ q′ ∈ ∆1, r
e2→ r′ ∈

∆2 and { (o1:e1, o2:e2), (o2:e2, o1:e1) }∩. 6= ∅

For a state (q, r) in Q1 × Q2 where (q, r)
ε
→

(q′, r′) ∈ ∆ (Item 3), also (q, r)
e1→ (q′, r) ∈ ∆

and (q, r)
e2→ (q, r′) ∈ ∆ for some e1 and e2 (Item

1 and 2). Now, the transition with ei (i = 1..2) is
optional if .(o3:e3, oi:ei) or .(oi:ei, o3:e3) for some
e3 and o3 /∈ { o1, o2 }.

The optionality is needed to simulate the fact that
a receiving transition that accept several different
senders may behave as blocked from one object’s
point of view if there is some other object that
sends to the same receiver. If that case does not
apply, a transition in o1 × o2 is non-optional only



if all corresponding transitions in o1 and o2 are
non-optional.

Theorem 1. Two objects are observational equiv-
alent to one object that is the Cartesian product
of the two. 2

2.5 Forced epsilon and log removal

If an object has a state s from which there is only
one transition which is a non-optional epsilon or
logged transition, then s can be removed without
changing the model. Since s is transient the model
will only consider runs that leave s, and thus the
state can be omitted and the incoming transitions
are redirected to the target state since the run
will eventually go there anyway. Since the states
are labelled with what has been seen, logged
events are not forgotten by removing s, although
consecutive removal may remove the order of
logged messages. This is why we cannot remove
a critical events in the same way – the order may
be lost.

Definition 2.6. A non-optional epsilon or logged
transition that is the only outgoing transition
from its source state is called a forced transition.
The source state of a forced transition is referred
to as the corresponding redundant intermediate
state. 2

Theorem 2. An object with a forced transition is
observationally equivalent to the simpler object
where the forced transition and the corresponding
redundant intermediate state are removed and all
in-going transitions to the source state are moved
to the target state. 2

2.6 Epsilon and log cycle merging

Assume that there is a cycle of epsilon or logging
transitions in an object. The states on this cycle
can all be merged into a single state s where
incoming transitions to any of the states in the
cycle are moved to s and outgoing transitions from
the states on the cycle become optional outgoing
transitions from s unless there is the same out-
going transition from all states on the cycle, then
the new transition becomes non-optional.

Theorem 3. An object with an epsilon cycle is
observationally equivalent to its epsilon cycle re-
moved version. 2

2.7 Fault isolation terminology

Given a model of a system and a message log
from a particular fault scenario we would like to
pinpoint the fault that has caused the failure of
the system. As seen in Section 2.1, some system

events are called critical events. Those are events
that correspond to a fault in the system. Since
one fault may cause another, we are interested in
the first fault to occur in the scenario. We call
this system event the root event. We use the term
present for system events that are known to have
occurred in a scenario. A system event e is called
enabled root if there is a run of the system in which
e is the first critical event and the run is consistent
with the message log. A strong root candidate is
an event that is both present and enabled. Having
exactly one strong root candidate we assume that
we have found the root event. Else, the scenario
is not diagnosable. See [4] for a more elaborate
description of these concepts.

3. AUTOMATIC ABSTRACTION

The concepts described above in 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6
show how the state space of the system can be
reduced without altering the model of it. We pro-
pose an incremental approach where the objects
of the system are gradually merged into Cartesian
products and after each merge the state space of
the new object is reduced by forced epsilon and
log removal and epsilon cycle merging.

Input : SD and a size threshold max
Output : An observationally equivalent SD′

(1) Perform epsilon cycle merging for all objects.
(2) Perform forced epsilon and log removal for

all objects.
(3) Select a pair of objects that pass the thresh-

old limits. Stop if no such pair exists.
(4) Merge the objects into a new object.
(5) Perform epsilon cycle merging for the new

object.
(6) Perform forced epsilon and log removal for

the new object.
(7) Iterate from third item.

For the algorithm to work efficiently, we prefer
to merge a pair of objects that are as dependent
on each other as possible since this leads to a
reachable state space for the Cartesian product
that is significantly smaller than the product of
the individual object state spaces. If several pairs
of objects pass the size threshold, the pair with
smallest objects and least number of neighbors (in
terms of object interconnection .) is selected.

4. FAULT ISOLATION TABLE

While amenable to automatic abstraction and
tractable computation, mod(SD) contains enough
information to produce a table that maps all
possible message logs to the corresponding strong
root candidates. This table is called the fault
isolation table and has usage as a tool for both
design and fault isolation.

Obviously, the table can be used for fault iso-
lation. The primary usage is diagnosis support,



though. The table partitions all possible system
runs in equivalence classes of runs with the same
logged messages. Each partition gets a row in the
table. If for such a row, there are several strong
root candidates, we conclude that runs in the cor-
responding class are not diagnosable. If an error
message is redundant, it will be evident from the
table. If it is dependent on some other message,
the two will only appear in certain configurations
in consistent logs. See for example the messages
from Clients in the following example.

The exponential size of the table indicates that
it is not feasible to use it explicitly in general for
systems with a large set of logged events. Then,
abstractions of the table can be considered and
presented to a user, for example the set of table
rows that indicate non-diagnosability.

5. THE PROTOTYPE TOOL

We have developed a prototype tool, StateTracer,
that takes a description of a system as input and
produces a fault isolation table as output along
with vizualisations of all merged objects. The
system description can be formulated in a textual
language, but StateTracer also integrates as a
plug-in with the UML modeling tool Argo/UML
[10], adding an extra menu for computing a fault
isolation table of the currently modeled system.

The table is computed using the model checker
NuSMV [2] in a four phase algorithm. First, all
rows in the table are tested for consistency with
the observations given for the row in question. Ta-
ble rows that correspond to inconsistent logs are
skipped in the future and not even reported to the
user. The consistency check is performed by one
invocation of NuSMV with 2n specifications, one
for each row. Next, all consistent rows are tested
for criticality consistency, i.e. ensuring that the
log is consistent with the assumption that at least
one critical event has taken place. In the third
invocation of NuSMV, the set of enabled roots is
calculated. This is done by one specification for
each critical event e and critical consistent log
L, testing if there is a run where e is the first
critical event to take place, and eventually the run
produces a log that is equal to L. In the last phase
the set of present critical actions is computed. For
each critical consistent log L and critical event
e, one specification is created that computes if e
takes place in all runs that correspond to L.

5.1 Example

As an example we consider a motion control
system for an industrial robot. The control system
uses a bus for communication with the servo, and
the bus is also used by a server application that
is not in any other way connected to the control
system. It is included because its clients discover
faults of the bus as a side effect of their normal

idle pos!

failing

down?

down

log:down

idle

compute

pos?

wait

segment!

isDown

crit:fail

ready?

fail?

down!

idle

exec

segment?

wait

data!

failing

to?

dead

crit:fail

ok

ack?

ready!

reseting

fail!

reset

Fig. 2. Transition relations for (from left) classes
Moc, Ipol and Servo.

operation which we for brevity do not model in
the example.

The system is modeled in five singleton classes,
Moc, Ipol, Servo, Bus and Server that are instan-
tiated in exactly one object each. The class Client
has four instances. Thus, there are 9 objects in the
system. See Figure 2 for the transitions relations
for three of the classes as output from StateTracer.
StateTracer uses an exclamation mark for sending
events and question mark for receiving. Logged
events are prefixed with log: and crit: is used
as critical event prefix. Optional transitions are
indicated by empty arrow heads.

In normal operation, Clients make requests to
Server that uses the bus and serves the requests.
Moc sends position (pos! ) instructions to Ipol
which computes segments (segment! ) that are
used to control the Servo. Servo communicates
with Bus via the events data! (sending data), ack?

(receiving data acknowledge) and to? (time out).

After merging Moc and Ipol, Servo is added,
resulting in a Cartesian product o of all three
objects. Assume no abstraction was made and the
Cartesian product was computed naively. Then
o would have 3 ∗ 4 ∗ 7 = 84 states and three
independent boolean variables indicating whether
critical and logged events have taken place (the
extended object states as defined in Definition
2.2), resulting in a state space size of 672. Using
our proposed abstraction scheme we get the state
space size of 6 states as shown in Figure 3. The
boolean variables are attributed to the states and
names of boolean variables that hold true are
shown in respective states.

The resulting fault isolation table is given in
Table 1. Messages from the four Client instances
are called c1,c2,c3 and c4 whereas instances of
singleton classes are named after the class name.
Since there are 5 logged messages in the system,
the table could have as many as 32 rows. The
messages from Client instances are dependent on
each other since if one object logs, the other ones
are also forced to log in all fair runs. StateTracer

only reports the rows corresponding to consistent



s-3*

idle_wait_exec

segment_ipol_segment

s-2
moc.log:down

ipol.crit:fail

crit:fail_ipol

idle_wait_wait

data_servo!

s-1
moc.log:down

to_servo?

idle_wait_dead
servo.crit:fail

crit:fail_servo

ack_servo?

Fig. 3. Transition relation for the abstracted ver-
sion of Moc, Ipol and Servo. Some long state
names are abbreviated to s-n for brevity.

Table 1. Enabled roots and strong root
candidates (SRC) of the example.

Logged events Diagnosis Results

c1 c2 c3 c4 moc Enabled SRC

servo servo

X X X X bus, servo bus, servo

X ipol ipol

X X X X X bus, ipol bus

fair runs, and thus, the reported table has only 4
rows.

To get optimal performance in terms of total exe-
cution time, there is a trade-off between spending
a short time merging objects and providing a
small state space for the model checker to deal
with. Table 2 gives a hint of the complexity of
reaching optimality. Ta is the abstraction run time
and Tm the model-checking time. N is the number
of objects remaining after abstraction, and Reach
is the number of reachable states. We used differ-
ent thresholds max for when to stop automatic
abstraction and start model checking. In the first
case we did no abstraction at all, and in the last
case we continued merging until the entire system
is represented by one object.

Not surprisingly, the time for abstraction in-
creases quickly with the number of objects merged
– we perform more merge steps and objects be-
ing merged are larger. Clearly, the size of both
the state space and the set of reachable states
shrinks monotonically with increasing threshold,
but the relationship between model-checking run-
ning time and state space size is more complex.
This is because the model-checker is a symbolic
model-checker that does not operate on an explicit
representation of the state space, but rather on
boolean formulae that represent a set of states.
The size of these formulas does not correlate well
with the size of the set they represent.

Furthermore, merging small objects is cheap
whereas the model checker considers the global
Cartesian product of the state space and is there-

Table 2. Run times for the example.

max Ta Tm Reach StateSpace N

0 0.00 6.13 5765 2211840 9

10 0.01 1.54 1934 39936 5

40 0.02 2.16 1719 29952 4

50 0.08 5.71 1504 22464 3

140 13.48 0.88 137 137 1

fore helped by abstraction which is shown by
comparing the total run time (Ta + Tm) of the
two first rows in Table 2.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the state space of the system
can be explored without suffering the penalties of
state space explosion by abstracting the details
of object intercommunication and interleaving of
events that are not of interest in our case of
fault isolation. The proposed approach allows for
automatic abstraction to be used for small objects
where it performs well and when a certain limit of
object size is reached, the system is analyzed by
a model-checker.
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